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EDITORIAL

‘Nature and
education’
have always gone hand
in hand. Nature has al
ways played a major
role in the history of
pedagogics, as in that
great education novel
by Rousseau, ‘Emile, or
Treatise on Education’.
Nature always func
tions as a teacher, pro
viding substantial support to the development of skills.
School, as an educational and cultural institution,
accompanies these experiences of nature. The interplay
between these two factors helps children and adoles
cents to develop optimally in social and societal arenas.
These days, most of us live in urban areas with
only limited possibilities for accessing nature, so it is
all the more desirable and sensible to actively seek out
‘nature’ as an educational and experiential space. Read
on to discover the multifarious ways this can happen.
We are also very proud of another 10th anniver
sary of an important Phorms school: many congrat
ulations to the committed staff, students and fami
lies of the Phorms Campus Hamburg. Together we
have succeeded in establishing an excellent school
with a nursery on our campus near Hamburg’s dock
lands. I would also like to say a big thank you to all
those involved.
Enjoy the read!
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NATURE & ENVIRONMENT

Did you
know ?

1.8

M I L L I O N
species of animals and plants have been described to date,
but there are thought to be more than 10 million in total.
Source: as at 2016; Daten zur Natur 2016; Bundesamt für Naturschutz (BfN)
und WWF www.wwf.de/themen-projekte/weitere-artenschutzthemen/
rote-liste-gefaehrdeter-arten/

Climate protection:
small tricks
with a big impact
Take these three small steps and you too
can do something to protect the climate
and avoid harmful greenhouse gases!
01
Switch your TV, computer or console off completely
when you leave the room.
P O T E N T I A L S A V I N G O F 100 kg of CO 2 a year
02
Everyone can save CO2 when ventilating rooms. Windows
only need to be opened for five minutes to let fresh air in, which
means that the heating doesn’t have to heat so much.
P O T E N T I A L S A V I N G O F 100 kg of CO 2 for each degree less
03
Buy milk, vegetables and meat from a farm or a market in
your region. Buying local products means you’re protecting
the environment because these products don’t have to
be transported such long distances around the world.
P O T E N T I A L S A V I N G O F 100 kg of CO 2 a year
Source: www.bmub-kids.de/wissen/klima-und-energie/klima/
klimaschutzaktivitaeten/ k limaschutz-kann-jeder/
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Hunted, loved,
endangered
One hundred years ago, more than
100,000 tigers still roamed Asia’s forests,
but in 2009 only 3,200 were left. The three
main threats to the majestic big cat are loss
of habitat through deforestation or roadbuilding,
wild game hunting and illegal trade, as well as conflicts
between people and tigers, which frequently lead to the death
of the animals. So in 2010, the WWF set a target of doubling
the number of tigers by 2022. Since then, the number of tigers
living in the wild has actually started rising for the first time
in decades, at least in some countries. There are now about
3,890 big cats living in the wild.
Source: WWF, as at 8 February 2018;
www.wwf.de/themen-projekte/bedrohte-tier-und-pflanzenarten/tiger/

What
is

CO2?

Climate protection,
climate change, greenhouse
effect – one term plays a key role
in all these topics: carbon dioxide or CO2.
The problem is not the CO2 itself, but that we
humans produce too much of it. Scientists are
agreed that CO2 is responsible for global warming
through the greenhouse effect. The earth’s heat,
instead of escaping into space, radiates back to the
planet. The mechanism is like in a greenhouse, where
the sun’s heat is harvested by glass or plastic in the
cold season. But what is useful for growing plants
can cause climate change on earth. Although
temperatures are only rising by a couple of
degrees or less, the ice at the North
and South poles is already
melting.

Illustration: Terdpongvector / Freepik

Globally,

KIDS’ KITCHEN

Photos: Vanessa von Hilchen

A RECIPE
FOR KIDS OF ALL
AGES

Pumpkin pancakes
with caramelised pears
and cashew nuts

INGREDIENTS FOR
6 TO 8 PANCAKES

THIS IS WHAT YOU DO

200 g
50 g
50 g
100 ml
3
5 tbsp
1 pinch
1 tsp
1
50 g

01 	Wash the pumpkin and bake for about

Hokkaido pumpkin
spelt flour
oat flakes
oat milk
eggs
maple syrup
of salt
coconut oil
pear
cashew nuts

20 minutes in a preheated oven at 200°C.
02 	Leave the pumpkin to cool, remove its core
and cut into small pieces.
03 	Puree the pumpkin, oat flakes and oat milk
in a mixer.
04 	Put the pumpkin puree in a bowl and stir
in the flour, salt, 1 tbsp of maple syrup and
the eggs until you have a smooth dough.
05 	Put a scoop of dough in a non-stick pan
and bake on both sides until golden brown.
Repeat until the bowl of dough is empty.
06 	Peel the pear and cut into thin slices.
07 	Melt the coconut oil with the remainder of
the maple syrup in a pan, add the pear slices
and caramelise.
08 	Arrange the pancakes and pear slices
in alternate layers.
09 	Chop the cashew nuts into rough pieces,
roast in a non-stick pan and sprinkle over
the pancakes.
10 	Pour maple syrup over to suit your taste.

ABOUT ME

Hello all!
I’m Vanessa,
an online editor, nutritionist and mother
of two constantly
hungry hooligans. Two
years ago, I started my
family food blog, ‘Die Kleinschmeckerin’.
It contains all sorts of vegetarian and vegan
recipes for children, all of which are not
only healthy but also really delicious. My
cookbook of the same name was recently
published by GU-Verlag and has over 90
recipes and loads of tips about conscious
nutrition. It is a pleasure to show you my
beloved pumpkin pancakes, and I hope
they taste as good to you as they do to
my two sons.’

⇢ 
w ww.kleinschmeckerin.com
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GLOBAL EDUCATION

A school day in
South Korea

LOOKING TO THE WIDER WORLD:

Dowon Her, 12 years old and former student at the Phorms
Taunus Campus, now in year 5 in South Korea
What kind of school do you go to?

What languages do you speak in lessons?

Dowon Her I am 12 years old and I am in the fifth grade at
the Seok Sung Elementary School in South Korea.

We speak Korean and we also study English.

How big is your school?

I like all subjects, although I am not good in every subject. My
favourite subject is Social Studies, because I can learn about how
Korea has changed over time.

What do you like the most about your school?

I want to be an engineer who makes an electronic self-driving
car, because our earth is getting polluted and some people are
afraid of driving. ◆

What is your favourite subject?

My school is very big. It is composed of students from grade 1 to
6, including kindergarten. In the whole school, there are 1,267
students. In my class there are 32 students.
I like that it is very close to my house. I also like that we have
lots of interesting after-school clubs. In total we have 24 of them.
Our school lunch is also really healthy and delicious. I don’t like
the complex school structure, which sometimes makes me feel
like I’m in a maze.
06
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What do you want to be when you grow up?

BOOKWORM

What are you reading?
THE SHADOWS*
by Jacqueline West

My godmother gave me the book for my
ninth birthday, and it’s been my f avourite
book ever since! It’s about a girl called O
 live
Dunwoody. Olive immediately senses that
something’s not quite right about the old
house she and her parents have moved into.
The walls are covered in paintings, and she
finds it really strange that they are stuck
in place.
The story is about a scary power that
threatens to come out of the paintings on
the wall. Using a pair of magical spectacles,
Olive can step into the paintings and speak
to the people in them. In the process, she
gets closer and closer to the secret, but has
no idea how strong the power actually is.
It’s my favourite book because when
I read it, I can imagine being in the book
myself and experiencing the adventure!
I also like the way Jacqueline West has
written the story. I would recommend the
book to children aged eight and over. It’s
for boys and girls.

Photos: Josef-Schwarz-Schule, Phorms Education SE

* Read in German

TIP FROM

Anisa,
10 years old,
year 4 at JosefSchwarz-Schule

A MONSTER CALLS
by Patrick Ness

MAGICIAN
by Raymond E. Feist

A book that I recently came across and This is one of my favourite novels. I first
immediately loved was ‘A Monster Calls’. read this novel as a young adult and
I have always been drawn to novels that was mesmerised. ‘Magician’ is a fantasy
allow us to experience and understand life, novel set in a world created by Feist called
and this one was no different. We carry Midkemia. This is a world of kings and
all of life’s emotions deep inside ourselves, queens, elves, dwarves, dragons, knights,
often with no guidance in how to deal with thieves, and much more. It starts in a small
them. In this book, Ness delves into the kingdom outpost where we meet Pug and
heart of one such emotion which we all Tomas, the two main characters of this
must face – coping with grief.
book. Both are young boys who will for
The story is told through a 13-year-old ever be changed by what unfolds. Pug
boy, Conor O’Malley, who has a recurring becomes an apprentice to a magician and
nightmare: his mother slipping from his Tomas i nherits an a ncient old legacy from
grasp, lost forever. His only solace is in the the elves and dragon r iders.
form of a monster – a giant, raging beast
At the beginning a magic rift a ppears
that takes its threatening form from the yew opening a door to Kelewan, a world like
tree across the street – who visits him in a ncient feudal Japan at the time of the
the night. The monster tells three s tories to s amurai. One day a strange ship gets
Conor, all of which show the complexities stranded on the coast and warriors invade
of our choices in life. The fourth and final the land. From then on, everything changes
story, Conor himself must tell, for it is the for the two boys and an epic b
 attle begins.
most difficult and dreadful of all – his own.
As I neared the end of the book I didn’t
Facing grief is never pleasant but, want it to end, but luckily there are two
through potent writing, Ness helps us learn more books that follow, ‘Silverthorne’ and
how to cope with grief. He weaves a story so ‘A Darkness at Sethanon’. Feist has also
vivid that it has stayed with me even months written many more books set in both the
after reading it. I hope you enjoy it as much worlds of Midkemia and Kelewan, but they
as I did!
don’t all have to be read together.
For anyone that likes Tolkien and any
other fantasy novels, I highly recommend
this book. To those who have yet to discover
the wonderful world of fantasy fiction, this
book is a great start.
TIP FROM

Joseph Pierce,
primary school
teacher for the
subject music at the
Phorms Campus
Berlin Mitte

TIP FROM

Amber Calder,
whose daughter
is in year 3 at the
Phorms Campus
Hamburg
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STUDENT REPORTER

‘All children
enjoy going
to school!’
Finn and Alexander are in year 5 at Phorms Secondary
School in Munich. As part of the geography enrichment
course*, they and their teacher Elisabeth Hofstetter
took part in the school competition ‘Alle für EINE WELT
für alle’ (All for ONE WORLD for all) in 2017/2018

The school c ompetition
‘Alle für EINE WELT für alle’
on development policy is
a team competition in which
classes, work and learning groups
of all kinds can participate, so
that togetherness comes
to the fore and a dialogue
can develop.

What’s your project about?
Finn & Alexander We were interested in knowing what it’s like

to go to school in a developing country. Do children like going to
school there? What are their hopes for the future? What are the
differences between school there and school here in Germany?

How did you go about it?

We first of all developed a questionnaire. With the help of our in
ternational Phorms network, we were able to survey students in
Brazil, Tanzania, Ethiopia, Kosovo, Ukraine and China. As well
as the interviews, we also searched online for information about
school systems in these countries.
What did you find out?

It was really interesting that all children enjoy going to school!
The students in all countries understood how important good
education is for their future. Although we also discovered, for
example, that in African countries children in school are o
 ften hit as
a punishment. And girls don’t always have the same opportunities
to go to school as boys. And the school infrastructure is often
poor. In some cases, the school day is very long, and students
can be under a lot of pressure as well. Compared with Germany,
children in developing countries don’t often receive the education
they would need.
What projects were submitted by other participants on your
geography enrichment course?

One team studied oceans and ocean resources from the perspec
tive of sustainable development. Others took topics such as animal
welfare and rainforests, and problems in developing countries.
And a story about environmental protection was also written.
What did you find most moving during the project work?

We were particularly moved by the fact that children who go to
school in other countries grow up in a less safe environment than
we do and are sometimes exposed to violence. ◆

Photo: Phorms Education SE

* Enrichment courses are part of an immersive programme at the Phorms Secondary
School in M
 unich that offers talented and motivated students the opportunity to
expand their knowledge base and skills. The courses also cover special topics that
are not catered for to this extent in lessons on a typical school day.
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PEOPLE

Bend, stretch, dance:
Natascha knows how
Natascha Sabottka is 11 years old
and in year 5 at the Phorms Campus
Berlin Mitte. She was introduced
to her big passion, acrobatic dance,
by the school. She tells us more
about this form of expressive dance
and her new leading role in ‘Little
Muck’, an Oriental dance fairy tale
Natascha
Sabottka
11 years old and
in year 5 at the
Phorms Campus
Berlin Mitte
What is acrobatic dance?
Natascha It’s a mixture of expressive

dance and acting. While dancing rhyth
mically to the music, I make various bends
and stretches. Then, for example, I do a
cartwheel without hands and into a bridge.
But we also do quite a lot with mime, as in
the theatre. You can express so much with
out speaking; I think that’s really great.
How did you become aware of this
dance form?

You’ve got the leading role in ‘Little Muck’

What would you advise someone who
would also like to do acrobatic dance?

You should never forget to warm up. And you
should also do stretching exercises, because
the body has to adapt to the positions. And
then practise quite a lot, until you get the
hang of it. Ultimately, you also have to feel
what you’re dancing and be prepared, just
with dance and body, and sometimes with
mime and gestures, to tell stories. ◆
* Teaching assistants support the class teacher in the
Phorms Primary Schools, so that there are always two
educators in the classroom.

Photos: private

That started five years ago at Phorms. One
of the elective subjects was acrobatic dance
and was offered by my teaching assistant*
at the time. She now owns the Pirouette
Dance Company in Potsdam, which I at
tend. I then noticed that I always feel so free
when I’m dancing. Somehow I can express
everything with dance. And in general I
think it’s great to tell stories just with dance.

What are elective subjects?

In our school, they are optional additional in your dance school, Pirouette Dance
subjects which we can change twice a year. Company. What’s the piece about?
In the second semester, I chose ‘Musical’ It’s about a small boy who tries to find
as a subject. We are going to be putting on happiness. During his adventures, he meets
a big show in July. I have a dancing and a pair of trousers in which he can run f aster
singing role in the piece. But there are also than any other person and can fly anywhere.
students who are backstage managers and He also finds a walking stick that points out
arrange the lights or sound.
buried treasures. We dance everything that
happens. There’s only a narrator in a few
What do you like most about your school? scenes. But I share the leading role with
My friends. You can usually make friends someone else because it’s far too much
very quickly at this school. But, actually, otherwise.
I like the teachers most of all. I think it’s
great how they speak to us on the same level Did you have to practise it for a long time?
and how they explain things. For example, Yes, at the moment I have to practise four
we have a great teacher for music. He’s times a week at the dance school before the
incredible; you can really trust him and performance. I’ve also fallen down during
he always takes you seriously.
particular acrobatic poses, but it’s impor
tant to carry on and not be afraid.
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aria Tasker is heading for the long break
today in a buoyant, almost glowing mood.
The lesson in the copse near the school has
made the biology teacher happy. While countless col
leagues sit in staff rooms up and down the country
during the short rest period, attempting to recover
from exhaustion after the first school lessons of the
day, Maria Tasker has brought in energy from being
outside in nature.
It’s the same energy that also filled her students
with life during the last lesson: ‘The children were
totally overwhelmed,’ says the 55-year-old Brit. For two
days, the children in years 5 and 6 have been searching
in the leaves for invertebrates, beetles, snails, spiders
and woodlice. ‘And today, the creatures just exploded
out of the leaves!’ says Maria. Outside during the
practical biology lesson, on the dry straw among the
vernal g oings-on in the copse, the children have learned
something not just about life but for life.
The morning stroll in nature wasn’t a class outing
but a component of Maria Tasker’s ordinary, everyday
teaching methods. She moves her biology lesson at the
Phorms school in Neckarsulm, Baden-Württemberg,
outside as often as possible. ‘Bio-logy’ is the science
of living things – and the first place to look for them

isn’t in books, but there where they breathe and grow.
The Josef-Schwarz-Schule in Neckarsulm is lucky to
have a natural area right next door, which Maria can
use as an extended classroom.
‘It makes the children happy,’ she says. Like many
Phorms teachers, she didn’t embark on a teaching
career straight out of school but, instead, first worked
in the field that she now teaches. A biology graduate,
she used to work in the development department of an
international food company, but she has always been
attracted to teaching. Because she’d also done teacher
training during her studies, she found the switch easy.
And she’s now in a position to pass on to others
what gave her the most pleasure in her youth: ‘My
teaching is about remembering the source of my own
interest,’ she says. ‘I have lots of memories about how it
feels to be outside, which shaped me.’ For many people
who b
 ecame natural scientists and c onservationists,
childhood experiences in nature were key to their
decision to study life sciences. It’s this passion and
spark that Maria wants to pass on to the young
generation: ‘As a teacher, you can’t succeed in passing
on really deep knowledge, beyond pure learning by
rote, if you don’t allow students to really feel reality.’
Maria Tasker is a pioneer in her school. Outside learning
11

is not a compulsory part of the timetable. Experiencing
nature as a school subject isn’t standard in the Phorms
school either, although the educational institution is
considerably more open than the a verage state school
to innovative pedagogic concepts and is something
of a pioneer in intercultural education. There is a hint
here of the old pedagogical ideal of education for the
self and life.
With her teaching, Maria Tasker is also helping to
counteract a trend that is currently shaking our society
to the core: nature is playing an ever-diminishing role
in children’s lives as a space for experiences. A trend
that has crept up on us in the last 20 years, it has mean
while led to today’s childhood being a mostly indoors
existence. With kids fed facts at school, trained to be
high-performance athletes in recreational sport and
lulled by the availability of always-on screens, spend
ing time in a halfway natural environment is dying out.
Increasing numbers of children – globally now
more than half – are growing up in urban environ
ments. Technology and traffic are such a dominant
part of their everyday lives that many have stopped
going out by themselves, let alone wandering around
in a wild environment. More than half of Germany’s
city kids play almost exclusively behind closed doors
– at home or in the nursery.
Children have stopped going out, even to unspoilt
places that would be accessible, and very few country
kids roam around their environment. Instead of cre
12

ating fantasy worlds outdoors, they submerge them
selves in the artificial scenarios of electronic media. In
Germany, children between the ages of three and 13
spend almost one and a half hours a day staring at the
TV and almost as long at the computer screen – that’s
not including the touch screen on their smartphones.
In the US, electronic media wipes six and a half hours
off the day. When environmental journalist Richard
Louv asked a nine-year-old where he spent his free time,
the answer was: ‘I like to play indoors better, because
that’s where all the electrical outlets are’.
Just go ‘woodland bathing’ today!

In a German study as recent as 1990, almost three-
quarters of the six- to 13-year-olds questioned said
they played outside every day. By 2003, this figure was
already less than half and now, another generation of
children later, it’s even lower. Children have become
as rare as butterflies in nature and have virtually no
desire to go outside. A recent study of six- to 13-yearolds showed that between 2004 and 2014, their inter
est in nature fell by 20 percentage points.
Herbert Renz-Polster, a paediatrician and educator,
found that ‘the space in which children are allowed to
play and discover on their own decreased to a ninth
between 1970 and 1990’. Citing the KiGGS study on
child and youth health in Germany, he says that ‘only
45 % of six- to 10-year-olds ever go outside on a daily

basis’. In a 2016 survey, no more than 12 % of young
people were able to name three edible fruits that grow
on the edge of woods.
It would appear that living experiences are being
eradicated from our culture on a grand scale and with
a totally uncertain outcome. Of course, a single school
like Phorms, and the occasional teacher, cannot off
set this trend, but it can tap a resource that’s as nec
essary as drinking water. Because humans are still a
living part of an ecosystem that provides them with
food and oxygen for breathing.
This knowledge underpins all science because it is
the basis for life. People with only a theoretical knowl
edge of life are not living by a long stretch – and don’t
necessarily have an interest in increasing the vitality
of the biosphere. In fact, too much abstract informa
tion about ecology and environmental destruction can
switch children totally off the issue.

climbing, and with every stem tells a story we can
build on with our own imagination. These experiences,
provided by non-human beings, strengthen our own
vitality – which includes actively advocating on behalf
of the world’s beauty, an experience that strengthens
But it’s quite different if we’re forming our own expe and refreshes – and it results in learning that is much
riences in a world that puts on a delicate, light-green more efficient than cramming abstract facts.
‘There’s a time between the age of five and 12,’ says
display in spring, offers opportunities for hiding and
the US writer and Pulitzer Prize winner Wallace Steg
ner, ‘when a fleeting impression can be imprinted for
life. If a child is exposed during this sensitive phase
to a particular environment, it will keep it in its heart
to the end of its days.’
And the beauty of life outside is always a voice:
wind whistling, grasses rustling, buds crackling as
they open, birds calling at dawn and in the golden
hour just before sunset, when everything gathers for
the night. Cristina Follmer works with this voice of
life in her lessons. She has recently moved her music
lessons at the Phorms Taunus Campus outside – and
luckily, like her colleague in Neckarsulm, has a piece
of semi-wilderness within walking distance.
‘The wood gives us natural music. Children need
that,’ says the teacher, who, like Maria Tasker, didn’t
follow a straight career path to her job. The daughter
of German parents, earlier in her life she led the ‘Co
ralito’, a small choir at Teatro Colón in Buenos Aires,
Argentina. But even there, Cristina Follmer endeav
oured to sing outside as often as possible. ‘There’s always
an echo inside,’ she says, ‘but not in the woods.’ It’s all
voice there – not the echo of an often loveless build
ing created by human hand. The voice of the wind and
These experiences result in
l earning that is much more e fficient
than cramming abstract facts
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the voice of children. Follmer gets her protégés – she
teaches years 1 to 4 – to collect natural instruments
from the wood and make music with them: sticks for
claves, stones for cymbals and xylophones, rustling
leaves. Overhead, birds sing their songs. ‘I see time
and again that the children need this. None of them
ever refuse to be taught outside,’ says Cristina.
The children are more c oncentrated,
interested and alert

A team of environmental educators recently confirmed
that a natural environment stimulates children’s cog
nitive abilities. They studied young people in ‘areas
for experiencing nature’ – areas reserved for children
but which, unlike playgrounds, are left to develop nat
urally rather than be equipped with machines. They
found that children play significantly more complex
games in nature than in controlled rooms. They can
concentrate much better, and they are more alert and
interested in what’s going on around them.
In a glade with a large tree stump, Cristina F
 ollmer
has built a temporary auditorium. ‘A green classroom
would be nicest,’ says the music teacher, with a few
pieces of wooden furniture on the ground and a roof
of leaves overhead. Cristina Follmer feels she is in good
hands at Phorms with her way of teaching: ‘The school
understands what the children need, and that always
teaching in a classroom isn’t the right way.’ She also
takes the local choir into the woods as often as possible.

Only a decade ago, teachers like her would have been
mocked as eco warriors or esoterics. These days, there
is a stack of hard facts proving how beneficial wood
land air is: almost all physiological parameters relevant
to health are at a healthy level. Stress hormones sink,
antibodies multiply, blood pressure sinks, and the brain
is rested and running in peak condition.
‘Woodland bathing’, a form of therapy that is be
coming more and more popular, exploits this benefi
cial impact of nature on the brain and body. Phorms
teachers Maria Tasker and Cristina Follmer intuitively
act just the same: school lessons are a healing tool, not
stressful. Instead of having facts drummed in, c hildren
are treated with vitality. If that doesn’t count as learn
ing for life, then what does? ◆

Dr Andreas Weber
born 1967, lives as an author, biologist, philosopher
and lecturer in Berlin and Italy. His latest book
‘Sein und Teilen’ 2017 was published by transcript
Verlag.
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Nature bingo

THE TEMPL ATE
CAN BE DOWNLOADED
FOR FREE
https://bildungsthemen.
phorms.de/Naturbingo

Who can find a fir cone or a pretty tree leaf first?
Adventurers can play this funny nature bingo
and explore nature.
Only one template (https://www.bildungsthemen.
phorms.de/Naturbingo) is needed per child. Each
child is then told to collect the things shown on it.
Whoever is first to find four of the missing objects
on a horizontal row shouts ‘Bingo!’ loudly.
When all the children have returned from
searching, everyone looks at the items collected
and takes it in turn to describe what was the
most difficult to find.

Another way
of making nature-watching palatable to children is
to take along a magnifying glass and find and study
different creatures.
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Did you have a lot of contact with nature as a child?

‘Nature
teaches
each of us
what
we need’
In conversation with Boris Braun, a biology
graduate and secondary school teacher
of biology, chemistry and technology
at the Phorms Campus Hamburg
You incorporate wilderness awareness in lessons and everyday
life. What exactly does this area cover?
Boris Braun The English term ‘wilderness awareness’ really

e ncapsulates what it’s about – consciously embracing nature,
being aware of the plants, animals and climatic conditions in our
environment and what we can learn from them.

How does contact with nature benefit children?

In my experience, contact with nature is a basic need like breathing,
drinking and eating – if we’re permanently cut off from it, it feels
like malnutrition. The same happens to children and a dolescents
who have a thirst for experiencing nature. So if 25 children have
carved their own spoon out of wood, they sense that they can
bring something about themselves into the activity and help
shape their e nvironment. It is precisely these experiences with
natural m
 aterials or nature in general that empower the c hildren
in their thoughts and actions. In lessons in enclosed classrooms
they would be presented with content and exercises and have
to reproduce them, so they would have little scope for personal
growth and self-awareness, whereas outside the classroom, they
can experience the lesson’s contents with their senses and apply
what they learn straight away. They are directly involved, which
is why I go outside with the students as often as possible. And it
means they are able to concentrate for much longer, too.
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I grew up very close to nature as a child. My parents were scout
leaders, which is why I went outside with them a lot and was able
to establish a good relationship with nature from an early age.
That was the basis of many positive, early childhood memories.
I learned to be independent and acquired practical skills, such as
tying knots, carving wood, building a fire, cooking and looking
after myself. Although you become more independent, nature
connects you to other people. You grow as a collective and treat
each other more caringly.
What did you do before you joined Phorms?

Originally I wanted to be a vet, but I didn’t want to learn all those
Latin names by heart, so I eventually decided to study biology,
which I graduated in despite all the Latin. After that, I had very
little contact with nature and worked in marketing and media,
but somehow or other, around this time, I had the feeling that
something was missing, although I couldn’t put my finger on it.
So how did you then get into education?

I offered to do gardening with the children in the nursery of my
son, who was four at the time, and explain insects to them and
carry out small experiments. That was a wake-up call for me,
because the children showed me that there is so much to discover
if we just look up from the ground. I quickly noticed that children
really soak up contact with nature and can concentrate on the
subject and keep going for several hours. They are so i nquisitive
and thirsty for knowledge. But it wasn’t just the c hildren who
were enthusiastic and had fun; I noticed in myself that I had a
gift, that this was my talent! In 2005, I became self-employed and
founded ‘LABORIS … macht neugierig!’ (LABORIS ... makes you
inquisitive) to offer nature experience and experimental courses

for nurseries and schools. Via LABORIS and on the recommen
dation of a former nursery child, I came to Phorms in 2011 for
a project. I finally became a teacher through lateral entry in the
2013/14 school year.
What’s your advice to teachers who want to foster contact
with nature in their group or class?

Topics that are handled in a practical way are simply easier to
remember. And what the children have learned should be linked to
positive emotions, and mistakes should also be praised. Teaching
is often about deficiencies these days and pointing out what’s
missing instead of what kids already have or can do. That’s why
I recommend providing much more positive support in order
to motivate children and adolescents and encourage them to be
even more inquisitive.

What is that like in practice?

I usually answer a question with a counter question so that they
recognise the connections for themselves, and I give plenty of
compliments. It should be seen from a holistic perspective, so
that learning is not the goal but is something that just happens
by the by. It’s much easier to acquire knowledge and skills if you
do something useful and are enthusiastic about it. ◆
Boris Braun,
incorporates
experiences of
nature in his dayto-day lessons
and gives tips to
teachers

BOOK TIPS: WILDERNESS AWARENESS
COYOTE’S GUIDE
TO CONNECTING
WITH NATURE
Jon Young, Ellen Haas,
Evan McGown

Coyote teaching is the art of ‘invisible
school’, as used by mentors in primitive
peoples. It’s about using various methods
and routines to pique the curiosity of both
children and adults, learning with eager
ness and joy, testing new solutions and us
ing our own minds to overcome challenges.
Standard work on wilderness awareness
with a great introduction and a compre
hensive summary of methods.

Photo : Phorms Education SE

ISBN: 978-1579940256
http://coyotesguide.com

NATURKUNDLICHES
W ANDERBUCH
Heinrich Grupe

Using detailed descriptions and sketches,
questions and anecdotes, and structured
according to the natural environment (fields,
the edge of woods, deciduous forests, ponds,
etc.), this at first glance nondescript natural
history walking book from the 1950s en
tices readers to watch closely and immerse
themselves in the natural environment.
The additional seasonal walking books are
particularly suitable for walks because they
are compact enough to fit in any backpack
and are full of specific details about natural
history and natural phenomena.
ISBN: 978-3933497482
www.manuscriptum.de/autoren/g/grupe-heinrich/
jahreszeitliches-wanderbuch-i-iv.html

SHARING NATURE
WITH CHILDREN
Joseph Cornell

This book contains instructions on the fun
damentals for teaching positive interaction
with nature. With numerous practical in
structions and group dynamic methods,
Cornell shows how to explain ecological
connections to children, in the process pre
senting his pedagogy of living silence, di
rect experience and dialogue with self and
nature. His ‘Flow Learning’ teaching strat
egy has been a classic in the field of nature
and experiential education since his work
first appeared in 1979.
ISBN: 978-1883220730
https://www.sharingnature.com
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Use stainless steel
lunch boxes and bottles
instead of plastic boxes or
cling film. Because you can
be sustainable even with
small gestures.

Sustainability is a term
on everybody’s lips.
But what does it actually mean?

‘Humanity has the ability to
make development sustainable – to
ensure that it meets the needs of
the present without compromising
the ability of future generations
to meet their own needs.’
(Definition in Brundtland Report
of the United Nations, 1987)
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The future is being
shaped today
It’s important to sensitise children to a
sustainable approach to the environment and
its resources and strengthen their awareness
of this as soon as they start school and nursery.
‘Education for Sustainable Development in
Germany’ (BNE) enables each of us to understand
the impact of our own actions on the world
and take responsible decisions
TEXT
Isabel Korch
Nicole Erdmann

W

hether our world continues to exist depends
in part on treating our natural resources sus
tainably. This is why, for example, the top
ics of environmental awareness and sustainability are
increasingly becoming the focus and determine our
political, economic and ecological actions.
It’s not only at school that we can work together to
protect nature and biodiversity, for instance. The topic
of sustainability is also relevant when dealing with small
children and nurseries. One of the most c urrent top
ics is climate change: The core societal debates of our
time – such as how we supply ourselves with energy
in the future – can only become accessible to children
and students if they understand the connections be
tween exploiting and using energy and global warm
ing and its consequences. Topics like these therefore
need to be in the timetable now and can also be inte
grated in everyday nursery life.
‘KLIMAfuchs’ nursery
at the Phorms Campus Hamburg

The PHORMiniS nursery in Hamburg has already been
looking at the topics of energy and environmental
resources for some time. Since 2017, the facility has
also been a ‘KLIMAfuchs-Kita’. Nurseries with the
status of climate expert fly the flag for climate protec
tion. The ‘KLIMAfuchs’ project of the S.O.F. Save Our
Future – Umweltstiftung helps nurseries to save en
ergy and protect the environment, as well as showing
the contribution they can make to climate protection.
‘Through the mutual exchange of ideas and meth
ods, the project gives us an opportunity to refine our
education mandate and include the topic of climate
change,’ says Nicole Häusler, Head of Nursery at the

Hamburg campus. ‘Input comes from the initiative in
the form of ideas and materials, which we give life to
ourselves,’ she adds.
Everyday life in the nursery offers varied points
of reference for including topics like climate change
and responsible resource management and making
them accessible to children in lively and exciting ed
ucational programmes. Two educators at the Phorms
Campus Hamburg were trained by the initiative to
be climate experts and now organise various, age-
appropriate projects on this topic. They disseminate
this information to another 20 educators and also help
implement ideas relating to the topic.
For example, children played energy detectives
and did an energy tour of the nursery, looking for
electricity and anything related to energy. Inspired
by the tour, they asked questions such as: Where does
our e lectricity come from? How and where can we
save electricity? Where is it indispensable? And what
does ‘energy’ mean?
Helping the children look for energy, electrical
equipment and ‘power guzzlers’ using a current
measuring device creates an awareness of how important
electricity is for the functioning of our everyday lives.
Many devices even consume energy when we’re not
actively using them.
Learning from each other:
mutual energy revolution at home

The ‘KLIMAfuchs’ nursery at the Phorms Campus
Hamburg shows that debating sustainability, climate
protection and energy can be fun. Happily, the i mpact is
not restricted to the nursery: the children take the topics
back to their families, thus ensuring that their parents
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also debate questions about sustainable d
 evelopment
and are sensitised to topics which are relevant to the
future.
Together, parents and children can keep on with the
energy revolution in their own home. Simply d
 eciding
to use green electricity instead of nuclear p
 ower has a
considerable impact on the ‘green portion’ of the entire
electricity network. Green energy differs from con
ventional energy in that it generates far fewer climate
gases and uses energy sources such as biomass, wind
and water power.
Spending time in nature with the children costs
nothing and strengthens their relationship with n
 ature
and the environment over the long term.
In the process, nature can have many indirect
and positive effects on them. According to r esearcher
T homas Tanner, nature experiences can lead to a
longer-term connection and to a personal commitment
to nature. Together with colleagues, he surveyed
environmentalists and activists about the influences
that led them to protect the environment. In most
cases, it was experiences they’d had with nature in
their childhood or youth that had influenced them.
Ideally, contact with plants and animals anchors the
ecological awareness of small nature lovers and paves
the way for an active adult life focused on sustainability.
So that the future can be shaped in the present from
an early age. ◆

Isabel Korch (CSR Manager)
and Nicole Erdmann (editor)
work for the charity shopping website 
Schulengel.de. Users shopping online can collect
rewards for their own club at the same time
and without any additional costs. Since this year,
Schulengel has also been offering its own
charity electricity tariff. People who subscribe to
the tariff not only receive 100% green e lectricity
but also a monthly cash reward for the club of
their choice, which is automatically donated by
the energy provider.

With just a few small changes to everyday
life, people can save quite a lot of energy and
money and increase children’s awareness:

Swap incandescent
light bulbs
for LED or energy-saving lamps
(based on 10 lamps)

Know the energy class of
devices
(e.g. switch from
a G fridge to a A+++)

ANNUAL SAVING OF UP TO

ANNUAL SAVING OF UP TO

EUR 120

EUR 74

7°C

Run the fridge at 7°C
instead of 5°C and
don’t place it next to
a heat source

Leave the washing to dry on
a clothes rack/washing line
(instead of in the
tumble dryer)

ANNUAL SAVING OF UP TO

ANNUAL SAVING OF UP TO

EUR 10

EUR 60

Don’t use standby:
many devices are always ‘on’

Use the dishwasher
instead of washing by hand

ANNUAL SAVING OF UP TO

ANNUAL SAVING OF UP TO

EUR 100

EUR 35

FURTHER INFORMATION
⇢ The ‘KLIMAfuchs’ project of S.O.F.
Save Our Future – Umweltstiftung
www.klimafuchs-kita.de
⇢ UNESCO Global Action Programme: E
 ducation
for Sustainable Development in Germany
www.bne-portal.de
⇢ Do an electricity check yourself:
www.co2online.de/energie-sparen/strom-sparen/
strom-sparen-stromspartipps
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Planting
trees and
investing
in the
future
In 50 years’ time, Kai, Sofia and Noelle still
want to be able to sit outside surrounded
by lush green trees. To help keep the
world green for the next generation, the
students at the Josef-Schwarz-Schule
take part in an afternoon club planting
trees and encouraging environmental
awareness among their peers

̒T

rees absorb carbon dioxide and turn it into
oxygen,’ says Sofia. Every tree you plant re
moves around 10 kilograms of CO 2 every
year, she explains. She and 10 other children from
years 3 to 6 meet every other Wednesday to learn
about climate change, pollution, trees and how to
care for them, and to create presentations on these topics.
The Josef-Schwarz-Schule (JSS for short) offers the
programme as part of its Plant-for-the-Planet afternoon club, started by teacher Jennifer Hohenschläger
based on the student i nitiative of the same name.
‘We hope the children will become ambassadors
for environmental protection and share information
with other students at the school via presentations.
The aim is to encourage the other children to take
on s ocial r esponsibility and actively shape their own
future,’ says Hohenschläger.
The Plant-for-the-Planet initiative was started
in 2007 by the then nine-year-old Felix Finkbeiner.

Inspired by the Kenyan professor Wangari Maathai,
who planted 30 million trees in Africa in 30 years,
Felix’s vision is for children to plant a million trees in
every country on earth.
Deforestation, particularly as a result of wild fires,
produces 20 % of the world’s damaging CO2 emissions
– which is particularly tragic, given that trees r emove
CO2 from the atmosphere as they grow. Trees are a
symbol of hope in the fight against CO2 emissions:
every tree absorbs CO2 as it grows and stores it in the
form of carbon in its wood. The CO2 only enters the
atmosphere again when the wood dies through age or
is burned. The initiative helps children take tackling
CO2 emissions into their own hands, ‘while the grownups just talk about it,’ as Felix puts it.
When the JSS ambassadors are not working on their
presentations, they are selling the ‘Gute Schokolade’
chocolate bars made by Plant-for-the-Planet. The manu
facturers and distributors donate the profits they make
21

ambassadors, the children talk about their activities,
discuss future projects, get to know each other and
make plans for the coming years.
One such plan was for the students themselves,
and not just Felix’s initiative, to start planting trees.
In response, the JSS Friends’ Association donated a
number of apple trees to be sold to raise money for
Plant-for-the-Planet, one of which was planted on the
school property on 9 May 2018.
‘Trees are living beings that grow and develop
slowly, which means they need time to adjust to new
living conditions,’ says 12-year-old Kai, as he checks
the trees’ soil. Together with the rest of the afternoon
club, he planted the fruit trees and makes sure they
get the water and attention they need.
‘Hopefully there might be some apples next year,’
says Sofia, regarding the trees they planted with pride.
While they might not yet bear any fruit, they are a lready
doing their bit to ensure a better future for the c hildren
who planted them. R M G ◆

from selling the bars, and the organisation uses the
money to plant new trees to store damaging CO2 and
produce oxygen. The chocolate is also fair-trade, and
supports farmers and their families in Mexico.
‘For every five bars you buy, the initiative plants a
tree,’ explains Hohenschläger. The children at the club
give out loyalty cards so that parents and children can
keep track of how many bars they have bought and
eaten. ‘We designed them ourselves. For every five bars
you buy, you get a stamp on your card. There is also a
tree certificate that we made ourselves,’ says 10-yearold Noelle. The teacher has put a limit on the num
ber of bars each student can buy in a week to prevent
chocolate consumption getting out of hand.
‘The children recognise that they are part
of something bigger and that they can make
a difference – at school and at home,’

says Hohenschläger. To further their knowledge, the
c limate ambassadors attended the initiative’s 2018
annual meeting in Possenhofen, from 20 to 22 April. At
the annual meeting of active environmental p
 rotection
22

P lant-for-the-Planet
is an initiative for children and
young people that aims to create
awareness of global justice and climate
change among children and adults,
and to actively tackle climate change by
planting trees.
wwww.plant-for-the-planet.org

Crossword puzzle
What can you spot in the pictures?
Write the words in the boxes and solve the puzzle.

SOLUTION
I often cover the forest floor
and I’m pretty soft
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WHAT’S NEW?

PHORMS CAMPUS
HAMBURG

We’re turning

10!

She can still remember the time when the
school team comprised only the school
management and secretariat.
The school campus continued its ex
pansion at the end of 2017 when the fourth
floor was developed to include ultramodern
science rooms for the enlarged secondary
school. And the new sports pitch next to
the school, which has a big space for track
athletics, will also enhance sports lessons
for Phorms students. Campus Hamburg is
now responsible for the bilingual education
of around 480 children (as at summer 2018).
‘The other special thing about Phorms,
besides the bilingual concept, is the shared

STUDENTS AT THE PHORMS CAMPUS HAMBURG
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‘My biggest highlight in the 10 years at
Phorms was the move to our current school
building,’ explains Alexandra Falken, as
sistant to the head of school management
at the Phorms Campus Hamburg. In 2012,
the school community, which had mean
while grown to 220 children, moved to the
current school campus in Hamburg Mitte.
‘It was amazing to watch how everything
grew,’ explains Alexandra, who has been
at Phorms Hamburg since the beginning.

2 0 1 5 / 1 6

09

‘It was amazing to watch how
e verything grew.’

credo – “Positive, Harmony, Organised,
Respectful, Motivated, Self-confident”
(PHORMS) – of the students and teachers.
We live it every day so that together we
can learn with and from each other,’ says
Dr Karl-Heinz Korsten. He was head of
the bilingual school for five years, before
retiring at the end of July 2018.
At the beginning of the new school
year, the campus will be concentrating on
welcoming and settling in the new head of
school Peter Kubasch and the start of the
upper school with year 11.
We wish the Phorms Campus H
 amburg
a happy and exciting 11th year! J P ◆
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T

he campus in Hamburg City is cel
ebrating its 10th anniversary. The
staff and students who were there
from the beginning can hardly believe it: ‘At
the start, everybody knew each other’s name.
Of course, that’s no longer possible because
the school has grown larger. Amazing! But
I like the small classes and the teachers,
who spend so much time on us. Learn
ing is a lot of fun,’ says Shivani, a year 10
student. She has been attending the bilin
gual c ampus since year 1 and has experi
enced the school’s growth live.
The school started in 2008, in rented
rooms in an empty school building in
Schwenckestrasse, with 24 primary school
children and bilingual lessons in German
and English. In the first year, lessons took
place in two classrooms and one art room,
across a total area of around 1,000 m². About
a year later, the school moved with around
60 students to rented containers in Eims
büttel.

WHAT’S NEW?

PHORMS CAMPUS MÜNCHEN

Actively learning while
sitting or standing
Together with the Technical University of Munich (TUM)
and the TÜV Süd Stiftung, the Phorms Campus München has
implemented the Rocket Tables pilot project – height-adjustable
ergonomic tables for lessons – in a primary school class

IMPORTANT EVENTS
⇢ 
2 008
Opening of primary
school, state approval of
the primary school as an
‘Ersatzschule’

⇢ 
2 014
State approval of
Sekundarsstufe I
(Staatliche Anerkennung)
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⇢ 
2 012
Move to the current
school building

8

he tables are excellent because we
can choose whether to work seated
or standing,’ says Lorella, 8. She and
her fellow students in year 2 tested 23 height-
adjustable tables in lessons.
Unlike traditional height-adjustable
tables, the children were able to adjust the
Rocket Tables themselves and use them
for heights of up to 188 cm. An analysis
by H
 uber & Köppel in 2017 into the sit
ting times of children and adolescents
showed that students spend about 71 % of
their w
 aking hours seated. The research
ers found there were various negative con
sequences on health from sitting for long

 eriods. Height-adjustable tables could be a
p
step towards solving this problem because
the experts are agreed that movement-lov
ing nursery children turn into sitting chil
dren at the latest when they are of an age
to go to school, which can lead to health
problems in adulthood.
During lessons, students could choose
to sit or stand, and every 30 minutes the
whole class actually stood for five minutes
at their desks. Regularly and dynamically
switching between standing and sitting in
lessons is not only meant to prevent postural
damage but also raise concentration, which
was confirmed by Julius, an eight-year-old
in year 2: ‘I thought the tables were good
because they helped me concentrate better.
The only slight difficulty I sometimes had
was adjusting the table height.’ The name
‘Rocket’ is meant to symbolise the speed
at which learning in an ergonomic class
room takes place.
Together with the Phorms primary
school students, the user-friendliness and
practicability of the ergonomic school ta
bles was studied using numerous usabil
ity tests. Sandra Plümer, a primary school
teacher at the Phorms Campus München,
also found the adjustable tables very help
ful for many children: ‘The children were
able to adjust them to suit themselves, and
this had a positive impact on the attention
span of some students. The only thing that
could perhaps be improved would be a larger
work surface.’
The experiences of the Phorms year 2
students show that children as young as
primary school age have no problems
handling height-adjustable tables and are
enthusiastic about them. L M ◆
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WHAT’S NEW?

PHORMS SCHULE FRANKFURT

‘PS: Sunny greetings to
Namibia from Frankfurt’
A different way of doing German
lessons for a change: school
children from year 3 at the Phorms
Campus Frankfurt City started a
pen friendship with students at the
bilingual German private school
in Otjiwarongo (PSO) in Namibia at
the beginning of February 2018

pal is good because you get to know new
people who you wouldn’t otherwise get
to know because they live far away. You
also see that German isn’t just spoken in
Germany, but in other countries too,’ says
10-year-old Arthur.
The Frankfurt students answer the let
ters in their best handwriting, with draw
ings or a photo of the Frankfurt skyline. The
letters of the Phorms students are scanned so
liver Ziegler, a German-speaking that the children don’t have to wait long for
teacher, kicked off the project at a reply. ‘I think exchanging letters is great!
Phorms primary school in Frank We are just learning an African song, which
furt City. The idea came to him in a l esson is called “Shosholoza” in Zulu and puts us in
while he was discussing the world’s a good mood, although the words are diffi
second-largest continent using the book cult to pronounce,’ says 10-year-old Emilie.
‘K aribu Afrika’ by Susanne Rehse and
Exchanging letters is more than just
Andrea Maiwald: ‘It was important to me getting to know somebody and a regular
that students would be introduced to the cultural exchange of ideas and interests.
topic of Africa by more than just me or a The children practise writing, sentence con
book.’ He decided to contact a school in struction, letter construction and using the
Namibia in order to encourage students dictionary at the same time. ‘The letters are
to correspond by letter.
not even meant to be completely free of er
At the end of February, students received rors. It’s about the mutual learning effect
the first post from Namibia. The children and acquiring knowledge of the German
from Otjiwarongo introduced themselves language by students here and in Namibia
with their hobbies and the places where when they read the post,’ says Oliver Ziegler.
they lived, and also sent photos of African The project is scheduled to run throughout
animals or drawings. ‘I think having a pen the school year and beyond. LM ◆

Photos: Phorms Campus Frankfurt City
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WHAT’S NEW?

PHORMS SCHULE FRANKFURT

Everyone
can do
maths!

A

llison Mills, Year 4 Leader and
 annah Southwood, Year 3 L
H
 eader
at the Phorms Campus Frankfurt
City agree that, ‘Every student can learn
maths.’ To achieve this, the two teachers
apply metacognitive strategies in their
lessons for y ears 3 and 4. This m
 ethod
enables students to address their own
t hinking processes and makes them re
flect on their own learning. Students dis
cuss different strategies and are able to try
the method that works best for them.
‘The students can solve problems, but
they usually can’t make mathematical con
nections beyond what’s in their exercise
book. Many of them become nervous as
soon as the exercises get harder,’ says A
 llison
Mills. This is why they felt it was important
to improve their teaching methods.
Now, the year 3 and 4 students more fre
quently discuss how they would solve a prob
lem in lessons together, as year 3 s tudent
Ben attests: ‘I’ve learned that you can reach
your goals by working in a group. There is
more than one way of finding a solution,
and the more I practise maths the easier
it becomes.’ Through metacognition, stu
dents learn to think flexibly and discover
that what they have already learned can
lead to the answer in different ways.
Positive developments have already
been observed among the year groups.
‘They are less worried about new exercises,
and d iscuss different possible s olutions
with their classmates,’ stated Mills and
Southwood. The students have also become
much more open-minded and self-confident
in maths lessons. L M ◆
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Metacognitive teaching strategies
in maths lessons – Allison Mills
and Hannah Southwood succeed
in communicating seemingly
complex concepts to year 3 and
4 students in a playful way
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JOSEF-SCHWARZ-SCHULE

‘The Magic of Excellent
Teaching’
The Josef-Schwarz-Schule’s ‘Wissensnetzwerk Schule’
teacher event took place for the first time on April 11, 2018.
Teachers from different schools came together to share
their experiences and hear fascinating presentations

W

hen children watch a magician,
their eyes light up, their mouths
open slightly and they concen
trate fully on the magic trick in front of
them. ‘As a teacher, you want to be that ma
gician,’ says teacher and education e xpert
Steve Barkley. At the same time, it’s im
portant to allow children to become their
own magicians and create their own sense
of achievement.
US-born Steve Barkley knows what
he’s talking about. Over the past 35 y ears,
he has acted as an advisor for school dis
tricts, teacher organisations and state ed
ucation departments, as well as univer
sities and colleges around the world. In
his presentation ‘The magic of excellent
teaching’ at the Wissensnetzwerk Schule
teacher event, he included valuable advice
for teachers about their lessons.
‘The magician metaphor really stuck
with me, and the idea that we should ex
plain processes to students in an even more

positive way and break them down into
smaller steps,’ says Anne Röhner, sport and
German teacher at the Phorms Campus
Hamburg.
Neuroscience expert Dr Katrin Hille
then gave a presentation on how the
learning process actually works and what
happens on a neurological level. ‘The brain
becomes particularly active when there
is an emotional connection with what is
being learned. The content needs to be
meaningful,’ explains Katrin Hille. The
researcher specialised in human beings
with a degree and a d
 octorate in psychol
ogy. She has worked as a research head at
the ZNL TransferCenter for Neuroscience
and Learning at the University of Ulm for
many years, driving new discoveries in the
field of educational research.
The teachers shared their education
experiences over coffee, cake and snacks
at the Josef-Schwarz-Schule in Neckars
ulm. R M G ◆
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JOSEF-SCHWARZ-SCHULE

The safe way
in the
21st century
Since the 2017/18 school year,
an electronic checkout system for
students has been in operation

D

i gitalisation is making its mark on
everyday school life at the JosefSchwarz-Schule: since the begin
ning of the 2017/18 school year, teachers can
electronically enter and coordinate children
being picked up with an easy, one-click
function on tablets. ‘It’s not just much more
user-friendly and time-saving, it also gives a
clearer picture,’ confirms Steffen Artmeier,
a German teacher and member of the ma
nagement team. ‘We click on the name of
the child and can see the corresponding
pickup rights or the child’s afternoon pro
gramme,’ says Artmeier. The information
in the ‘mobile class list’ can be seamlessly

transferred via the school’s internal WiFi on
the school premises to all supervisors so that
they know which children are still present.
‘What we offer the parents is therefore
what Phorms promises: ma ximum
security for their child during the period
in which we are responsible for them,’ says
Susanne Keller, After School
programme coordinator of
JSS and also a member of
the m
 anagement team.
LM ◆

PHORMS CAMPUS BERLIN SÜD

Green
thumbs up
The sixth form starts the ‘Vertical gardening’ project
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Phorms Campus Berlin Süd. The idea for
the project came to Florian, a student on the
advanced geography course, when the phe
nomenon of urban gardening as a form of
modern and sustainable urban d
 evelopment
was discussed. An entire wall in the study
hall was provided for the project.
‘I think the idea is brilliant! It’s becoming
more and more important, particularly in
current times, to develop innovative ideas
like this. So I found it positive that we
want to take part in such a modern pro
ject,’ says 18-year-old Alina from year 12.
Johannes, 17, replies: ‘At the beginning,
I was a bit sceptical because we initially had
problems working out how we wanted to
implement the whole thing. Like where the
plants should go and whether we should
use pallets or a shelf.’
The students agreed to have a shelf with
various board inserts and hanging devices
and used a huge variety of recyclable ma
terials, such as PET bottles, wine cases and
glass jars for sowing the first herbal and
plant seeds in. Working with the basic and
advanced art course, they embellished the
wall of the study hall and the shelves and
plant containers with coloured paint. It
wasn’t long before the students saw the first
results and learned what could be optimised

the next time: using richer soil and larger
containers and repotting every six months.
The purpose of the ‘green wall’ pilot pro
ject in the study hall is not just to create a
pleasant learning environment for students,
but also to improve the microclimate on
campus. ‘It’s only the first step, of course,
but it’s going in the right direction,’ says
Diettrich. L M ◆

Celebrating
10 Years!
The Phorms Campus Berlin
Süd in Steglitz-Zehlendorf
is also celebrating its 10-year
anniversary in 2018. You will find
out more about the school
and the festivities in our next
issue.
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t’s about to become even greener at the
Phorms Campus in Steglitz-Zehlendorf.
In a pilot project, students on the geo
graphy and art course have attempted to
create a small oasis within the school by
means of vertical gardening.
The concept takes into account the
limited space in the town by growing
plants vertically. ‘Imagine a bookcase on
which, instead of stacks of books, there are
several l evels of plants, says Stefan D
 iettrich,
teacher of geography, history, media com
munications and political science at the

WHAT’S NEW?

PHORMS CAMPUS BERLIN MITTE

‘Young people are
the only ones who
can ensure we
continue living in
a democracy’
Contemporary witness
Margot Friedländer visited the
Phorms Secondary School in
Ackerstrasse and spoke about
her Holocaust experiences

Photos: Marina Wilde

W

hen Margot Friedländer en
tered the music room at Phorms
S econdary School in Berlin
Mitte, she was greeted with loud applause
from s tudents on the year 10 and 11 history
course. Now 96, the contemporary witness
had a lready visited the Phorms location in
2015 to talk about what she had experienced
and witnessed during National Socialism.
The students listened enthralled as she
began to read from her a utobiography. The
book’s title – ‘Try to Make Your Life: A
Jewish Girl Hiding in Nazi Berlin’ – reflects
the last words of her mother, who left b
 ehind
this note before a ccompanying Margot’s
brother to the Nazi collection point. This
sentence has shaped Margot Friedländer’s
life ever since: ‘I tried to be a good person
and to continue living. I managed it – so I
have made my life.’ During the reading, she
showed memorabilia, such as her mother’s
amber necklace and a Star of David. After
the reading, she explained why she goes
from school to school, week after week,
u ntiringly talking about her Holocaust
experiences, and why she went to New York
at the time, yet a few y ears ago r eturned
to Berlin.
‘At the time, I couldn’t forgive and I
couldn’t trust anybody anymore, so I went

to the United States. Now I speak on b
 ehalf
of everyone who can no longer speak, and I
would like to help schoolchildren to gain a
better understanding of the past. Because
young people are the only ones who can en
sure we continue living in a democracy,’ says
Friedländer. After the reading, the students
had the opportunity to ask questions. It was
a very special event for the students: ‘It was
amazingly interesting to listen to Margot
Friedländer. Her book is very exciting, and
she gave very detailed answers to our ques
tions. When the person is actually sitting
in front of you, you get to hear a lot more
information and details, which I thought
was very good. For example, the fact that she
was separated as a young woman from her
mother and brother without saying goodbye.
I found that very m
 oving,’ says 16-year-old
Lisa from year 10. The meeting also moved
her fellow student, Joaquim, aged 16. ‘It
brought history very close to us because
she’d e xperienced National Socialism her
self. Lessons and history books just can’t
provide this personal touch and detail. I
was fascinated by her whole life history
and the fact that despite being very afraid
and left on her own, she carried on.’ The
reading made a profound impression on the
students, who left the room deeply moved.

And they took with them two important
realisations for the future from meeting
with a c ontemporary witness: antiracism
and courage. L M ◆
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»Mir gefällt die familiäre Atmosphäre bei
Phorms sehr, man merkt, dass sich unsere Kinder
in der Schule wohlfühlen, gerne zur Schule gehen
und fast schon traurig sind, wenn sie nachmittags
abgeholt werden.«
»Bei Phorms hab ich das Gefühl, dass sich unsere Kinder
nicht langweilen, individuell und altersgerecht gefördert
werden und gerne lernen.«

Ihre Kinder sind in der 5. und 8. Klasse
auf dem PHORMS C AMPUS H AMBURG

HASTI C.

What
parents
say
RICHARD M.

‘The teachers are doing a great job, especially r egarding
the educational offer they provide every day. The
departments work hand in hand, preparing the
children for the t ransition to G
 ymnasium. I see
that the lessons are well s tructured. And having
two teachers in the classroom in P
 rimary is a
great plus. It is my i mpression that the children are well s upported and no child is left
behind. The school knows how to handle
bilingualism and the all-day schooling.
Overall, I would say that both my
daughters are happy to go to school.
They like the school campus and enjoy learning in this e nvironment.’

His daughters are both at PHORMS C AMPUS
M ÜNCHEN. The younger one is in the K indergarten
and the older one in Year 2 at the Primary School

NAOMI W.
»Bei Phorms lernen die Kinder sehr schnell
die englische Sprache und sprechen
selbsts tändig. Mein Sohn hat daher auch
keine Schwierigkeiten von einer Sprache
zur anderen zu w
 echseln. Ganz anders
als unsere Töchter damals, denen es
schwer gefallen ist, im staatlichen
Schulsystem Englisch zu lernen.
Es ist immer sehr schön zu sehen,
wie einfach er die englische
Sprache spricht und sich
dabei wohlfühlt.«

»Das frühzeitige Heranführen an das I nternet und an
Präsentationen, die die K
 inder zum Beispiel vor der
Klasse halten sollen, sind klare Pluspunkte bei Phorms.
Durch die Präsentationen wächst bei ihnen auch ein
gewisses Selbstbewusstsein und sie lernen Themen zu
vertreten. Man merkt, dass das Lernen den Kindern Spaß
macht.«

Sein Sohn ist seit der Eingangsstufe
bei Phorms und besucht nun das Gymnasium
auf dem PHORMS TAUNUS CAMPUS

JÖRG H.

‘Our daughter r eally
enjoys going to the
Josef-Schwarz-Schule! I think
she loves that she is e ncouraged
to use her strengths and we have
found a school where the teachers have taken the time to under
stand her, to understand how she learns, what she is capable of and what her strengths
are. The fact that the teachers are from all over the world, not only brings a lot of
international experience to the school but also their very own cultures. Not only has my
daughter had German teachers, she has had an American teacher, an English teacher,
and now she has a Canadian teacher – for an eight-year-old it’s amazing to be exposed to so
many other cultures. We wanted our daughter to attend a bilingual school right from
the start. It’s an opportunity of a lifetime to be schooled in two languages, it is such
great grounding for further language uptake. The words I would use to describe
Phorms are inclusive, forward thinking and fun. For me, as a parent,
	       it’s always important that children have fun in school.’

Her daughter is
c urrently in Year 3 at the
J OSEF-SCHWARZ-SCHULE

CLAUDIA S.
Ihr Sohn besucht die 5. K lasse
am PHORMS C
 AMPUS BERLIN SÜD

